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Abstract. CERN experiment WA89 has studied charmed particles produced by a Σ− beam at 340GeV/c
on nuclear targets. Production of particles which have light quarks in common with the beam is compared
to production of those which do not. Considerable production asymmetries between D− and D+, D−

s and
D+

s and Λc and Λ̄c are observed. The results are compared with pion beam data and with theoretical
calculations.
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1 Introduction

In hadronic interactions, typically, the forward production
of particles which have valence quarks/antiquarks in com-
mon with the beam (leading particles) is enhanced over
those which do not (non–leading particles). This “leading
particle effect” is strongly pronounced and well known in
the light quark sector, for example in the production of
strange particles (see for example [1] and the references
therein). Hadroproduction of charmed particles is usually
described by splitting it into a “hard” process of cc pro-
duction and a “soft” process of hadronisation of c/c quarks
to real hadrons. The production of cc pairs has been de-
scribed by next-to-leading order (NLO) PQCD calcula-
tions [2, 3] which do not predict significant asymmetries
between the c and c produced [6]. For the hadronisation,
however, only phenomenological models exist. Since no
charm/anti–charm production asymmetries have been ob-
served in e+e− interactions, while large asymmetries have
been observed in charm hadroproduction, the observed
asymmetries can be accounted for by recombination of
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Fig. 1. Setup of the WA89 experiment in the 1993 run. The lower part shows an expanded view of the target area

charm quarks/anti–quarks with the valence quarks from
the beam particle. In this picture the leading particle ef-
fect would be expected to increase at larger xF , which
indeed has been observed (see later). Since the differential
cross–sections of charmed particles are observed to drop
sharply with increasing xF , no considerable asymmetry
between cross–sections of leading and non–leading parti-
cles integrated for xF >0 is expected.

At present, there are high statistics data on D− and
D+ production in π− beams [4–7], which show a consider-
able enhancement of leading D− over non-leading D+ in
the kinematic range of xF >0.3 . The asymmetry parame-
ter A:

A(xF ) =
d3σL/dp3 − d3σNL/dp3

d3σL/dp3 + d3σNL/dp3 (1)

constructed using differential cross–sections of the lead-
ing and non–leading particles, rises with xF and reaches
values of A≈ 0.5 at xF =0.6 . No asymmetry between
D−

s and D+
s or Λc and Λc production by pion beams is

observed [7–9]. In contrast to the high statistics of the
pion beam data (up to 75000 reconstructed D− plus D+

in [6]) only limited data exist on charmed particle pro-
duction by other hadron beams. The results obtained in
pp–interactions at 400 GeV/c by the the LEBC-EHS ex-

periment [10] which has observed about 50 D− plus D+

candidates indicated a “harder” xF spectrum for the non–
leading D+ than for the leading D−. No significant differ-
ence in the number of observed Λc and Λc was found in a
sample of 7 candidates. Due to the low statistics no dis-
tinction between leading and non–leading particles pro-
duced by 200 GeV/c protons in the ACCMOR experi-
ment [11] was done. In a proton beam of 250 GeV/c of ex-
periment E769 [12] an asymmetry integrated for xF >0 of
A(D±)=0.18±0.11 has been observed, comparable to the
asymmetry measured in the pion beam of the same ex-
periment [5] of A(D±)=0.18±0.06. The same experiment
observed a large asymmetry A(Λc)> 0.54 with a limited
sample of about 35 Λc. These results indicate a leading
particle effect in charm production by protons, in con-
trast to the older results from [10]. In kaon beams it is of
particular interest to compare the production of D+

s and
D−

s . The only asymmetry result comes from the same ex-
periment [12] which measured A(Ds) integrated for xF >0
and reported a value of 0.25±0.21.

It is therefore interesting to look for the leading parti-
cle effect in baryon beams as well as in strange beams. The
most recent hyperon beam experiment, WA89 at CERN,
used a Σ− beam which offers the opportunity to look for
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leading particle effects with charmed–strange particles and
with charmed baryons. In this paper the results on pro-
duction of D− versus D+, D−

s versus D+
s and Λc versus Λc

are presented. The first particle in each pair is leading in a
Σ− beam while the second particle is not. Neutral D0 and
D

0
are not considered since the direct production is non–

leading for both particles while a considerable fraction of
them can come from decays of charged higher states.

2 Experimental setup

Experiment WA89 was performed using the charged hy-
peron beam [13] of the CERN SPS. The setup was based
on a magnetic spectrometer which detected decays of
charmed particles produced at xF >0.1. Hyperons were
produced by 450 GeV/c protons impinging on a 40 cm
long beryllium target with a diameter of 0.2 cm. A mag-
netic channel consisting of 3 magnets selected negative
particles with a mean momentum of 345 GeV/c, a momen-
tum spread of σ(p)/p = 9%, and an angle to the proton
beam smaller than 0.5 mrad. After travelling a distance of
16 m the secondary beam hit the charm production target
which consisted of one 4 mm thick copper plate followed
by three 2 mm thick carbon plates made of diamond pow-
der with a density of 3.3 g/cm3. The target plates were
spaced by 2 cm. At the target the beam had a width of
3 cm and a height of 1.7 cm. Its angular dispersion was
0.6 mrad in the horizontal plane and 1.0 mrad in the ver-
tical plane. An incoming intensity of 4.0 ·1010 protons per
2.1 second spill yielded about 1.8 · 105 Σ− hyperons and
4.5 · 105 π− at the charm production target. A transition
radiation detector (TRD) [14] was used to discriminate
online between π− and hyperons.

Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup. The incoming
beam particles and the secondary particles were detected
by a set of silicon micro-strip planes with 25 and 50µm
pitch. The micro-strip detectors measured the horizontal,
vertical and ±45o projections.

Positioning the charm production target about 14 m
upstream of the centre of the Ω-spectrometer provided a
10 m long decay volume for short living strange particles.
The charged products of these decays along with the par-
ticles coming directly from the target were detected by
40 planes of drift chambers with a spatial resolution of
about 300 µm. Special MWPC chambers (20 planes with
1mm wire spacing) were used in the central region of high
particle fluxes. In order to improve the track bridging be-
tween the target region and the decay region three sets of
4 MWPCs each with a pitch of 1 mm were installed about
2 m downstream of the charm production target. The par-
ticle momenta were measured by the Ω-spectrometer [15]
consisting of a super-conducting magnet with a field in-
tegral of 7.5 Tm and a tracking detector consisting of 45
MWPC planes inside the field and 12 drift chamber planes
at the exit of the magnet. The momentum resolution was
σ(p)/p2 ≈ 10−4 (GeV/c)−1.

Charged particles were identified using a ring imaging
Cherenkov (RICH) detector [16]. This had a threshold of

γ = 42 and provided K/π separation from about 8 to
90 GeV/c with about 90% efficiency and a pion rejec-
tion of a factor 10 or more. The geometrical aperture of
the RICH was nearly 100% for particles with momenta
>15 GeV/c. Downstream of the RICH a lead glass elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter was positioned for photon and
electron detection [17]. This calorimeter was in turn fol-
lowed by a hadron calorimeter [18].

The trigger was relatively open. It selected about 25%
of all interactions using the multiplicity measured in scin-
tillator hodoscopes and proportional chambers and using
correlations of hits in these detectors to select particles
with high momenta. At least two charged particles at the
exit of the magnet were required. The results shown in
the present paper are based on the analysis of about 300
million events recorded in 1993 and 1994.

3 Data analysis

The goal was to compare leading and non–leading charmed
particles which are charge–conjugate: D− and D+, D−

s
and D+

s and Λc and Λc. We looked for 3-body decays:
D−→ K+π−π−, D−

s → K+K−π−, Λc→ K−pπ+, and the
charge–conjugate states. The acceptance of the setup is
nearly independent of the particle charge (see 3.2) and
therefore the systematic errors of a comparison of conju-
gate decay modes should be minimal. The key elements
of the charm identification are geometrical reconstruction
of events with two or more vertices and identification of
kaons with the RICH.

3.1 Event reconstruction

The reconstruction started with a fast rejection of events
which had no valid interaction in the target by cutting on
the track multiplicities before and after the target. Ad-
ditionally, secondary interactions were suppressed by re-
jecting large differences in multiplicity between the target
region and the spectrometer. Charged particle trajectories
were reconstructed in the Ω spectrometer (for a detailed
description see [19]), in the decay region and vertex de-
tector, then all track segments were bridged together if
possible. Particle identification of protons and kaons was
performed with the RICH.

The charm search was based on a “candidate–driven
approach”. All relevant combinations of 3 tracks were con-
sidered and the coordinates of their origin – the potential
secondary vertex – were reconstructed. The rest of the
tracks, including the beam track if it was found, were used
to form the interaction point – the primary vertex – in the
target. These tracks were subjected to a filter in order to
remove tracks coming from decays of associated charmed
particles, misreconstructed tracks and other tracks which
did not originate in the interaction point. Some of such
tracks passed through the filter causing systematic dis-
tortions of the primary vertex. The most powerful charm
selection criterion was rejection of events with a small
separation between the secondary and primary vertices.
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The typical resolution on the longitudinal distance be-
tween these vertices was about 0.5 mm while the typical
mean decay lengths of the charmed particles we looked for
were 3–15 mm. One set of selection criteria was used for
all charm decays considered, including the following cuts:
– a longitudinal separation between the vertices of >8–

9σ, depending on the particle type;

the secondary vertex to be outside of the target mate-
rial by > 1 − 3σ;

–– impact parameters of the tracks from the secondary
vertex to the primary vertex of >2σ;

– an impact parameter of the reconstructed track of the
charm particle candidate to the primary vertex of <4σ;

– “soft” RICH identification of kaons and protons, main-
ly rejecting clearly identified pions.
The values of the cuts were identical for the charge–

conjugate modes, while the above cuts on vertex separa-
tion were slightly different for different particles because
of the different decay geometries.

The resulting invariant mass spectra for the six decays
modes are presented in Fig. 2. Clear signals are observed
for D−, D+, D−

s and Λc, while no significant mass peaks
are observed for D+

s and Λc. Small signals of about 5-10
events for the two latter particles are observed with harder
cuts. Such harder cuts, however, reduce the signals for D−

s
and Λc and increase the statistical error on the estimate
of the production asymmetry. The numbers of observed
signal and background events as well as the deviations of
the signals from the PDG [20] masses are shown in Table 1.
There are no multiple entries from one event to the signal
regions. Possible mutual reflections of the mass peaks have
been studied. Due to a good kaon and proton identification
these reflections are not strong. The contamination of the
D−

s signal with D− is estimated to be below 8 events, and
the contamination of the Λc signal with D+ is estimated
to be below 3 events.

3.2 Acceptance corrections

If the acceptance of the experiment is truly charge in-
dependent one could measure the xF dependence of the
asymmetry between two charge–conjugate states without
correcting for the acceptance, provided that the bins in xF

were small enough. In WA89 the acceptance was nearly
symmetric, however the efficiency of the trigger and the
RICH introduced a slight charge asymmetry. Therefore we
used the full calculation of charm reconstruction efficien-
cies in order to correct the xF spectra observed. Charm
events were simulated by an inclusive event generator that
generated the charm particle considered, according to the
measured kinematic distributions together with an asso-
ciated anti–charm particle. The latter was produced with
the same kinematic distributions as the first particle, tak-
ing into account an azimuthal angular correlation with
the first particle, measured in a pion beam [21]. For the
associated particles a mixture of about 25% of charged
D-mesons, 50% of neutral D-mesons, and 25% of Λc was
taken, in accordance with average yields of charmed par-
ticles measured in various experiments. The remaining
multiplicity of the interaction was generated using the
FRITIOF Monte Carlo for hadron–nucleus interactions
[22]. The particles were tracked through the detector by a
detector simulation program based on the GEANT pack-
age [23]. The response functions of the different detector
components and the trigger were simulated according to
the measured efficiencies. The trigger logic was simulated
as well. The simulated events were then analysed using
the regular track reconstruction and charm reconstruction
procedure, and the acceptances of the experiment to the
decay modes studied were evaluated applying the whole
set of selection criteria used for the data. The number of
reconstructed simulated charm events was at least one or-
der of magnitude higher than the size of the charm signals
observed in the data.

The acceptance of the experiment does not depend
strongly on the transverse momentum of the charmed par-
ticles up to pT =2 GeV/c. Most of the charm events ob-
served had pT <1.5 GeV/c. Therefore only the xF de-
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Table 1. Number of reconstructed signal events, background events and pa-
rameters of the mass fit

# signal Deviation from
Particle Decay and background the PDG [20] Width MeV/c2

mass MeV/c2

D− K+π−π− 296/38 0.3±1.5 8.5±0.5
D+ K−π+π+ 142/42 -0.7±1.6 5.9±0.5
D−

s K+K−π− 76/24 0.7±1.7 4.5±0.8
D+

s K+K−π+ <27 90% CL
Λc K−pπ+ 74/20 1.9±1.7 5.0±0.6
Λc K+pπ− <24 90% CL
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Fig. 3. Full efficiency of D± meson reconstruction. The average
values for the 1993 and 1994 runs of data taking are shown.

pendence of the acceptance was considered. These depen-
dences for D− and D+ averaged for the 1993 and 1994 runs
of data–taking are shown in Fig. 3. The acceptances drop
sharply at xF <0.2 and are very low at xF <0.1. A loss of ef-
ficiency at high xF is caused by the charm reconstruction
technique which required the reconstruction of the pri-
mary vertex built of leftover tracks. For high xF there are
fewer leftover particles with momentum high enough to
be reconstructed. The efficiencies for the charge–conjugate
modes differ by about 10%. The calculated charm recon-
struction efficiency for the 1994 run was about 40% higher
than for 1993 (see Table 2), due to a better vertex detector
and the choice of charm selection cuts. However for this
analysis only the relative efficiencies for charge conjugated
modes within one run are important.

3.3 Production asymmetries

Comparison of the observed raw number of events shows a
considerable enhancement of the leading over non–leading
particles in the useful kinematic range of xF >0.1, taking
into account that the acceptances for them are close. For
a quantitative estimate the data were split in bins of xF

separately for the 1993 and 1994 data. The value of xF was
calculated using a fixed beam momentum of 340 GeV/c.
Since the number of events observed in a bin was low,
in particular at high xF , we calculated the values of the
asymmetry and the errors using the maximum likelihood

method. For a given xF bin we took the number of events
N – in the signal mass window of ±20 MeV/c2 and B – in
the sidebands of -140 to -20 MeV/c2 and 20-140 MeV/c2

with respect to the table mass of the particle. The numbers
N and B along with the calculated efficiencies E and its
errors are summarised in Table 2. Since the background in
the mass spectra is well described by a linear distribution,
we estimate the expected number of background events in
the signal window as α·B, where α = 1/6. The parameters
used were the expectation values for the background in the
sidebands b1,2, the expectation values for the efficiencies
ε1,2, where the indices 1,2 refer to the leading and non-
leading particles, respectively, and the expectation value
for the combined signal s. The expectation values for the
leading and non-leading signals were obtained for a given
asymmetry A as: s1,2 = s·(1 ± A)·ε1,2, where ± sign refer
to the leading and non–leading particles, respectively. The
likelihood function then was:

L(A) =
∏

i=1,2

e−(si+αbi) · (si + αbi)Ni

Ni!
×

e−bi · bBi
i

Bi!
× e−((εi−Ei)/σi)2/2, (2)

where the last term takes into account the statistical
errors of the efficiency calculations. The likelihood func-
tion L(A) was maximised for each value of A with respect
to the other parameters, taking into account the phys-
ical limits s, b1,2 ≥ 0. The logarithms of the likelihood
functions for the 1993 and 1994 data were added and the
expectation value of asymmetry A was found at the max-
imum of the likelihood function Lmax. The 1σ confidence
interval was found at the points of ln(Lmax)− ln(L) = 0.5
within the allowed range −1 ≤ A ≤ 1. If only one such
point existed a one-side error is given. Lower limits on the
asymmetry at 90% confidence level, Amin, were obtained
looking for a value A < A at ln(Lmax) − ln(L) = ∆, with
∆ varying from ∆=0.82 for A being at least 2σ away from
±1 to ∆=1.35 for A=1.

The results are presented in Table 3 and in Fig. 4. Only
the statistical errors are shown.
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Table 2. The numbers of events observed in the signal mass band N , the number of background events
observed in the side bands B and the calculated reconstruction efficiencies. The background expected
in the signal band is about 16.7% of the observed one

D− D+

xF run #1 run #2 run #1 run #2
N B E % N B E % N B E % N B E %

0.1 - 0.2 23 17 3.1±0.1 51 29 5.1±0.2 15 11 3.3±0.1 26 25 4.9±0.2
0.2 - 0.3 44 36 8.4±0.3 62 36 12.1±0.3 28 37 8.8±0.3 40 34 12.6±0.3
0.3 - 0.4 31 19 12.3±0.4 41 41 17.6±0.4 27 23 12.8±0.4 19 28 18.1±0.4
0.4 - 0.5 20 24 14.4±0.6 28 19 21.8±0.6 8 26 14.7±0.6 7 21 20.2±0.6
0.5 - 0.6 8 5 14.5±0.7 13 7 21.1±0.8 0 7 15.5±0.7 5 13 20.2±0.7
0.6 - 0.7 5 3 10.4±0.9 2 3 14.5±1.0 4 6 11.5±0.9 2 11 16.3±1.0
0.7 - 0.8 2 1 7.4±0.9 2 1 14.3±1.1 1 0 9.8±1.0 0 3 14.5±1.1

D−
s D+

s

0.1 - 0.2 5 17 2.2±0.1 8 35 3.6±0.1 6 17 2.5±0.1 6 24 3.2±0.1
0.2 - 0.3 13 19 6.5±0.2 25 19 9.5±0.2 13 30 6.9±0.2 4 23 9.9±0.2
0.3 - 0.4 7 12 9.4±0.3 15 27 13.5±0.3 4 21 10.7±0.3 3 12 14.4±0.3
0.4 - 0.5 6 9 12.0±0.5 10 8 15.5±0.4 3 9 12.7±0.6 0 10 17.8±0.4
0.5 - 0.6 2 5 11.6±0.8 5 5 16.6±0.6 1 2 12.3±0.9 2 5 17.4±0.6
0.6 - 0.7 4 0 8.4±1.3 0 1 15.4±0.7 1 2 11.8±1.5 2 2 16.6±0.8

Λc Λc

0.1 - 0.2 7 16 1.0±0.1 10 20 1.3±0.1 3 23 0.9±0.1 7 27 1.2±0.1
0.2 - 0.3 9 16 2.5±0.1 13 12 3.6±0.2 3 9 2.3±0.1 3 18 2.8±0.2
0.3 - 0.4 14 7 4.2±0.2 12 11 5.5±0.3 1 5 3.3±0.2 6 2 4.3±0.2
0.4 - 0.5 4 4 4.5±0.3 9 4 6.3±0.4 0 1 4.4±0.4 3 2 5.4±0.3
0.5 - 0.6 0 2 4.4±0.3 5 2 6.1±0.4 0 0 3.6±0.6 0 0 6.1±0.4
0.6 - 0.7 0 3 3.2±0.4 3 3 6.2±0.6 0 0 2.8±0.9 0 0 5.1±0.5

Table 3. The expectation values A and lower limits at 90% CL Amin for
the asymmetries measured. Only the statistical errors are shown

D± Ds Λc

xF A Amin A Amin A Amin

0.1 - 0.2 0.31+0.10
−0.11 0.17 0.66+

−0.44 0.02
0.2 - 0.3 0.27+0.09

−0.09 0.16 0..73+0.21
−0.21 0.45 0.79+

−0.29 0.37
0.3 - 0.4 0.26+0.11

−0.11 0.12 0.84+
−0.27 0.43 0.49+0.17

−0.20 0.23
0.4 - 0.5 0.70+0.15

−0.16 0.49 1.00+
−0.14 0.66 0.60+0.22

−0.27 0.24
0.5 - 0.6 0.88+

−0.25 0.51 0.51+0.39
−0.44 -0.08 1.00+

−0.21 0.48
0.6 - 0.7 0.79+

−0.40 0.10 1.00+
−0.44 0.00

0.6 - 0.9 0.27+0.34
−0.37 -0.20

3.4 Systematic errors

Systematic errors may come from charge asymmetries in
the detection efficiencies, not accounted for in the sim-
ulation, or from beam contamination by particles differ-
ent from Σ−. The spectrometer acceptance does not im-
pose any considerable charge asymmetry, though the ac-
ceptance of the RICH was slightly asymmetric. Possible
effects of this asymmetry were studied comparing accepted
and rejected events in different momentum ranges. Kaon
identification criteria were not stringent. A typical effi-

ciency of about 90% for such criteria was measured using
clearly identifiable φ →K+K− decays. On the other hand,
if stronger vertex cuts were used, relatively clean charm
signals were seen even with very weak RICH cuts. It was
observed that indeed the efficiency of the RICH cuts was
not worse than 90%. A conservative estimate of the sys-
tematic error of A associated with the RICH efficiency is
3% over the full xF range. Another possible source of sys-
tematic errors is the efficiency of the trigger, whose logic
was charge dependent. In simulation the trigger caused an
asymmetry of about 10% at high momenta. The trigger
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Fig. 4. Asymmetries for D±, Ds, and Λc production. The solid
and dashed curves show the results of calculations [26] and [28],
respectively. The dotted curve shows the tuned PYTHIA cal-
culations for π− beam taken from [6], which represent closely
the results obtained by experiment E791 at FNAL.

simulation has been compared with the data using a sam-
ple of minimum bias events recorded with minimal trigger
requirements. Within these data a sample of Λ0 decays
was found, its trigger efficiency measured and compared
to simulation of Λ0 production. The simulated trigger ef-
ficiency was about 0.85 – 0.95 of the measured one. The
difference can be attributed mainly to the multiplicity in
the last scintillator hodoscope being higher in data than
in simulation and is not charge dependent. A systematic
error on A of 5% is assigned to account for uncertainties
of the trigger efficiency.

Stability of the results on variations of the most im-
portant geometrical cuts was also studied. No statistically
significant change of the measured asymmetries has been
observed.

Another type of systematic error comes from beam
contamination. The beam was identified by the TRD used
in the trigger. During the data taking a sample of events
with no beam interaction requirement was recorded. This
sample was used to study the beam composition. Σ− could
be identified by their decays. The main contamination
was π− comprising 11% and 18% of the events used for
the charm search for the 1993 and 1994 data respectively.

This contamination could be reduced by an off-line analy-
sis of the TRD information. Unfortunately, the full TRD
information was available only for a part of the selected
charm sample. This subsample was used to estimate the
impact of the pion contamination. This impact depends
on the type of the charmed particle studied. It was ob-
served that the D± signal splits between the Σ− and π−
beam subsamples proportionally to the beam composition,
within the statistical accuracy, but no statistically signif-
icant Ds or Λc signal was observed in the pion beam sub-
sample. A(D±) measured in a π− beam at 500 GeV/c [6]
is shown in Fig. 4 as a curve fitted to these data. The
results of our measurement indicate slightly higher asym-
metries. If A(D±) in both Σ− and π− beams were the
same no systematic error would be added by a π− con-
tamination. In the extreme assumption that A(D±) in a
Σ− beam were two times higher than in a π− beam, the
contamination may dilute the measured asymmetry by a
factor of about 0.92. For the Ds and Λc, not more than
10% of the sample may originate from the pion compo-
nent of the beam. Since no asymmetry for these parti-
cles has been observed in pion beams, a possible dilution
factor in our measurement is not lower than 0.90. An-
other source of beam contamination comes from the de-
cays of Σ− in the beam to π− and neutrons, when one
of the decay products interacts in the charm production
target. The pions cannot produce a competitive sample of
charmed particles due to their low energy, but the neu-
trons can. In this data analysis no requirement of a beam
track association with the reconstructed primary vertex
was applied and therefore some part of the charm sam-
ple may be produced by neutrons. A number of neutron
interactions at the 5% level was observed in the full sam-
ple of interactions recorded. Since neutrons contain two
d-quarks, similar to Σ−, one may expect similar asymme-
tries for D± and Λc produced by neutrons and Σ− and
therefore no dilution for A(D±) and A(Λc). If D−

s produc-
tion by neutrons were comparable with D−

s production by
Σ− A(Ds) could at most be diluted by a factor of about
0.95. The D−

s signal is contaminated with not more than
8 D− events. If A(Ds)=A(D±) no systematic error would
be added to A(Ds) by this contamination. In the extreme
assumption that A(Ds)=2A(D±) the contamination may
dilute the measured asymmetry by a factor of about 0.95.
The contamination of the Λc signal with D+ is below 3
events and its role is less significant.

For the estimate of the full systematic error of the
asymmetry measurement we added in quadrature the er-
rors coming from the efficiency uncertainties and obtained
a value of about 6% over the full xF range and for all the
particles considered. Additionally, the values of the ob-
served asymmetries may be diluted by a a factor of >0.9
due to the beam contamination. These systematic errors
are smaller than the statistical errors of the measurement
and therefore they are not considered in Table 3 and in
Fig. 4.
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4 Discussion

The asymmetry A(D±) observed (Fig. 4) is similar to the
results of pion beam measurements, though it is generally
higher than the pion beam data by 1-2 standard devia-
tions. The drop of the last point at xF =0.7 is not statis-
tically significant. The asymmetries A(Ds) and A(Λc) are
generally higher than A(D±).

The results have been compared with two theoretical
calculations. In a parton model approach applied in [24]
and earlier papers [25] PQCD is used to describe the
charm quark production. The model considers two mech-
anisms contributing to the subsequent hadronisation. The
first one is fragmentation describing charm quark hadroni-
sation in the absence of any interaction with quarks from
initial hadrons. This process has been studied extensively
in e+e− experiments and has been well described phe-
nomenologically in terms of fragmentation functions. The
second mechanism is recombination with valence quarks.
A recombination function was constructed by analogy with
the fragmentation functions and certain boundary condi-
tions were applied to it. The resulting model depends on
a few parameters included in the recombination function
which were tuned to the charm production asymmetries
measured in pion beams [24]. The main uncertainty comes
from an unknown relative contribution of the recombina-
tion process. Using the same set of parameters predictions
for the Σ− beam were obtained [26]. The resulting predic-
tions are shown by the solid lines in Fig. 4 and describe
the data well. They show a marked difference between the
D and the Ds asymmetries, which is compatible with the
data. This difference may be related to different s and d
valence quark distributions in the Σ− (see also [24]).

Another theoretical calculation was performed apply-
ing the quark–gluon–string model (QGSM) to charm par-
ticle production [27–29] where charm particles are created
in the break up of strings linked to valence quarks in the
incoming hadron. In this approach a strong leading/non–
leading production asymmetry at high xF emerges from
the momentum correlation of charm and valence quarks.
This model was extended by adding a certain amount of
charm sea similar to the one suggested in the “intrinsic
charm” model [30]. The charm quarks and anti-quarks
from the “charm sea” are assumed to have similar “hard”
momentum distributions. In the string breaking process
they are treated similarly to the valence quarks and the
resulting production of charmed hadrons from the “charm
sea” does not involve “normal” valence quarks of the col-
liding hadrons. Therefore the “charm sea” in this model
contributes equally to the leading and non-leading par-
ticles at high momenta thus diluting the asymmetry 1.
The model contains two parameters one of which is the

1 It should be pointed out that the “intrinsic charm” model
[30] led to a different result. This model considered recombi-
nation of the “intrinsic” charm quarks with valence quarks as
an important process because of their close velocities. There-
fore the valence quarks contribute to the momenta of the
leading particles making them “harder” than the non–leading
ones. The model predicted a considerable asymmetry A(D±)

intrinsic charm amount, and should describe the produc-
tion asymmetries and full charm cross–sections. The pa-
rameters have been tuned to the charm production asym-
metries measured in pion beams. Using the same set of
parameters predictions for A(D±) and A(Ds) in Σ− beam
were obtained [28]. These predictions are shown in Fig. 4
and also describe the data reasonably well.

5 Summary and conclusions

We have presented the first measurement of charge asym-
metries of charmed particles produced in a Σ− beam. Sig-
nificant asymmetries in favour of leading over non–leading
particles have been observed. The asymmetry observed
for D± production is compatible with the results obtained
in pion beams. The results on Ds production point to a
strong leading particle effect involving strangeness from
the beam. Finally – in line with strong leading effects seen
for strange baryons [1] – a strong production asymmetry
in favour of Λc baryons over Λc anti-baryons is observed.
This confirms the indication of a strong leading particle
effect for charmed baryons produced by baryon beams,
reported by experiment E769 [12].
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